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HORIZONTAL LIFTS .AND FOLIATIONS 
Zdzislaw Pogoda 
The purpose of this paper is to adapt the concept of a horizon-
tal lift of a connection to a natural vector bundle to foliated ma-
manifolds. Firstly we recall the basic properties of transverse na-
tural bundles. Secondly we define the horizontal lift of basic con-
nections of order r to a transverse natural vector bundle and we 
study its properties. Next we prove that for any basic connection 
of order r on a foliated manifold M there is exactly one hori-
zontal lift to transverse natural vector bundle, which fulfills 
the satisfactory conditions. The results presented here generalize 
the results obtained by K.Xano, S.Ishihara, E.M.Patterson and 
J.Gancarzewioz (see [3] , [-+] f [l6]f fll] ). 
I. TRANSVERSE NATURAL BUNDLES 
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension nf and F a codimension q 
foliation on M defined by a cocycle {uif fif g±A where [u^ i € l 
form an open covering of M. Assume that f^:U. > [Rq is a sub-
mersion, and gi -:£. (Û o. U .) ^f^U^nU.,)
 is a d i f f e o m o rP n i s m s u o n 
that 
f.j|UiOUj " ^ i ^ U ^ U . . 
If M is a smooth q- dimensional manifold equal to U £40*4)1 
then the mappings g. . can be regarded as local diffeomorphisms of 
the manifold Mp and the foliation F as modelled on M^. 
Let {(U.f ^i)j be an adapted atlas of the manifold M to the 
foliation F. Thus vfi:Ui *(R.
n~qX lKq and if we denote the 
first n-q coordinates by 7y\f*97nmmQ and the last q coordinates 
by X l f... .xq f then ifr o vfl; [R
n~q>Tfi<q >!Rn~qx Ipq is of the 
This paper is in final form and no version cf it will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere.' 
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form ( *L(y,x), f ^ x ) ) , where £ : I K n - q x R q »Rn~q and 
£,,. Rn~^IRq ...K- . 
By POL denote the category of smooth manifolds foliated 
by smooth codimension q foliations with smooth f foliation preser-
ving transverse mappings to the foliation. 
Definition 1. A covariant functor (/T on the category POL into 
the category of locally trivial fibre .bundles and their fibre ma-
ppings is called a transverse natural bundle if the following con-
ditions are satisfied: 
i) for any foliated manifold (MfP), «JT(MfF) is a fibre bundle 
over the manifold M; 
ii) if f:(M0,P0) + [^i$$<\) *s a. transverse mapping such that 
f'P,,:-̂  , then Jf(f): ^(M Q fP o) •tK(M1fP1) covers f and 
maps the fibre Jf(M | P 0 ) X over x diffeomorphically onto the fibre 
t)T(MvP1)f(x) overf(x); 
iii) i> is a regular functor i.e. if f:IJXMo +VL^ is a 
differentiable mapping ( where U is an open subset of I*"), such 
that for any point t of U, the mapping f.j_: (M fPQ) ^(M^jP^) 
f^(x)sf(tfx) is a transverse mapping to the foliation and 
f^P/j=PQf then the mapping 
^cV(M0,P0)^(t,y) , •Jf(ft)(y)eJfl[H1,F1) 
is of class 0*°. 
Using metods analogous to the metods presented in the 
paper [/Q one can prove that the third condition is a conse-
quence of the first and the second conditions of the definition. 
Examples. 
1. Let A be an associative algebra over the field IR with the unit 
The algebra A is called local if it is commutative, of finite 
dimension over K f and if it admits the unique maximal ideal "2, of 
codimension 1 such that v^+<l =o for some non-negative integer h. 
Let foLpU = (RJx̂ , ...fx"] be the algebra of all formal power 
series in x/-,...fx f and let r̂ p be the maximal ideal of IRCpTIof 
all power series without constant terms. Let & be a non-trivial 
ideal of R C p l such that ^ p l / & is of finite dimension. Then 
A = RD>"V& is a local algebra with the maximal ideal *% = "^d, . 
Any local algebra is isomorphic to such a local algebra. 
Let A 8 ®
X?Y& , " £ = " % and \ A: R|[pH >A be the natural 
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projection. Let us denote by N the dimension of *Q . 
Let <Vt C°°([Rp;0) »(R|[p]|be the natural mapping, where 
C°°( [ft p;0) denotes the set of germs of smooth functions on IK1" 
at 0. 
Let ffg be two smooth mappings of IR
P into M such that f(0) = 
= g(0) = m. We say that f is A-equivalent to g at m if ^ (hf) a 
= n;(hg) model for any h€C*(MfF) where C^(M,F) is the algebra 
of the germs at m of smooth functions constant on the leaves of 
the foliation F. 
By P Q A ( o r o -C ) WQ denote the equivalence class of ff by 
.A (MfF) ( or T*~(MfF)) all equivalence classes at m, and 
A ( M ' P ) s i?M \i(M»F) (= rj?VfF) ). 
It is easy to prove that A(MfF) is a smooth manifold. Moreover 
rTA: A(MfF) *M is a fibre bundle over M with the fibre A. The 
mapping tf* is a natural projection defined by the formula 
TfA( [f] A) = f(0). 
On the manifold A(MfF) there is canonically defined foliation 
F. of the same dimension as the foliation F. The projection ri^ 
maps leaves of the foliation F. onto leaves of the foliation F. 
For any transverse mapping f:M,r "Mp to the foliation F~ of the 
manifold M?f f defines a smooth mapping A(f) zA(¥^9F^)~*A(l\?tF ) 
by the formula 
A(f)( [h"jA) = > n ; ; A 
The functor (MfF) - - *A(MfF) will be called the transverse 
Weil functor (see [6], fe"] ,[9] ). 
2. Analogously a*A-bundles we can define transverse bundles of 
pr-velocities. The bundle of pr-velocities is a special case of 
a transverse A-bundle for a satisfactory local algebra A. If we 
take &-= (̂ p̂ "1"1 and A =3 M * % . $ then we see that the notion 
of A-points is the same a3 the notion of pr-velocities. 
By Np,r(MfF) we denote the set of all transverse p
r-velocities 
and by Tf p the natural projection of Np,r(MfF) onto M. 
Summing up IT ' (MfF) is locally trivial fibre bundle, whose 
total space admits a dimension n-q foliation (denoted by F*) pro-
jecting by Tip onto the initial foliation F. 
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rp*. 
If p=n=sdim M and we take only local diff eomorphisms of ,N 
into Mf then the construction of n
r-velocities gives a bundle 
called the transverse frame bundle of the foliated manifold (MfF) 
and denoted by Lr(MfF)f which is a principal fibre bundle with 
the fibre L* (see f5] f [6] f [9] )• 
More generally, let L)T(M,F) be a transverse natural bundle on 
the foliated manifold (M,F). Then the manifold jT(MfF) admits 
a foliation F^ of the same dimension as F modelled on Of(Up ) 
with transformations Of(&**)• 
Now we give the definition of the order of a transverse natural 
bundle and we present the theorem that each transverse natural 
bundle has finite order. 
Definition 2. A transverse natural bundle has . finite order r 
if for any two morphisms ffg:(M fFQ) *(M<1>FyJ) the integer r 
is the smallest one for which the followig implication is true: 
if i*f = d£s then (/(f) (y) = Jf(g)(y) for any point y of the 
fibre cWM o fF 0) x. 
The following theorem is true for transverse natural bundles 
(see f7] , fcl )• 
Theorem 1. Let (X* be a transverse natural bundle. Then there 
exists an integer r and an L^-spaoe W such that Of is isomorphic 
to the fibre bundle associated to the transverse r-frame bundle 
with the standard fibre W. The sallest number with this property 
is the order of the transverse natural bundle JT, 
II. HORIZONTAL LIFTS OF BASIC COMECTIONS 
Let xi : rJf(MfF) >U be a transverse natural vector bundle. 
We denote by F«jr the induced foliation on t)T(MfF) and put S = 
= t*T(M,F), rf - rrE . 
We denote by E the module of all transverse sections of class Q°° 
of B and by ^(MjF) (resp. oqii^F^ )) the module of all trans-
verse vector fields of class C°° onM (resp, on E). 
Let r be the order of E. We assume that r£-1. By the theorem 1 
the vector bundle E is isomorphic to the fibre bundle associated 
with Lr(MfF). Let W be the standard fibre of E. We denote by 
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§ : Lr(MfF)x W >E 
the canonical mapping for the associated fibre bundle E. 
Let V be a basic Connection in the principal fibre bundle 
Lr(MfF). This gonnection is called a basic connection of order r 
on M. V determines a horizontal distribution on E. If c= $(pfz) 
is a point of E f then 
W Ho - dp$z(pp) 
where ^:Lr(M,F) >Ef $z(p) =- (Pt-0» 
The connection I"7 determines the covariant derivation of trans-
verse sections of associated fibre bundles with Lr(MfF). In parti-
cular we have the covariant derivation 
D: De(MfF)X£ 3 (X,s) • ; * D-̂ s 6 E 
of transverse sections of E. 
The derivation D satisfies the following conditions: 
1> Sfx+gx3 a f V * g Di s 
(11*1) 2) ̂ (s+s') = Dxs + Dxs' 
3) Dx(fs) = X(f)s + fD-̂ s 
for all transverse vector fields X, l i m Mf all transverse sec-
tions of E and all functions ff g of class C°° on the manifold M 
locally constant on the leaves of.the foliation F. 
This covariant derivation D is called a connection in E. The 
distribution H defined by (*) is the horizontal distribution for 
the connection D. More precisely, HQ Is a vector subspace of TQE 
and 
T E = VrtS e H C 0 c 
where V E « ker 6.Qxt '•'= TC( E<T(C))
 is ^ Q subspace of the space 
of vertical vectors. In particular, dQrf |H : EQ *> T ̂ J is 
is an isomorphism." 
Let X be a transverse vector field on (MfF). We can define its 
horizontal lift X D by the formula 
(II.2) XD(c) - ( V ^T^X^) 
If X and I are vector fields on M, and f,g C°°(M,E) then 
(I-.3) (fX + gY) D = fVXD + gVYD 
where £ sfOIf. a ^ g
V=gorf are vertical lifts of f and g. 
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We have the simple proposition. 
Proposition 1. If X is a transverse vector field on M and D 
is a basic connection on E then the horizontal lift X is the 
transverse vector field on (Ef Fy. ). 
Proof. Let (Uf y,-f •••fyn.ni
x']i •••XQ)
 be S0Cl adapted local coor-
dinate system on M. Letvf tE^ *U x IRK be a trivialisation 
of E and e^f...feK be the canonical base of IR . V/e consider sec-
tions 3 . t f . . . f 5K. of E|U defined by 
(11.4) Se<(z) = if4(zte* )• o(» 1f...fK. 
These sections are called the edapted sections to the trivialisa-
tion vj? • It is easy to verify that these sections are transverse 
to the foliation .P-g. 
If (Ufyyp...yn_Qfx/jf #..fx_) is an adapted chart onU, then there 
are functions F[* on U constant on the. leaves such that 
("•5> ^ « s r & 
for «fp>» 1,...fK, i = 1,...fq where ^ = 7 ^ f » t %
B ^ c t 
is the canonical frame constant on the leaves associated to (U;y:;xt-) 
Now we define an induced chart on E. The induced chart is a chart 
( n^(U)fy1f...fyn-Btqfx1f.#.fxqfz°< ) on E where 
yd(z) = yd(rf(z))f *t(-0 = xt(Tp(-0) 
(11.6) and 
z = z°Xz)3<*. 
for a l l z 6 n {(U). 
Using t e se loca l representations we have 
(11.7) XD(z) = X i ( r f ( z ) ) 5 - - X 1 ( r f ( z ) ) r ^ K ^ ) ^ ^ 
where^ f • . . , Q&&9 •••» ^K *
s "k̂ 16 canonical frame associated to 
the induced chart. From t h i s formula we have that X i s transver-
se to F^. Q.2.D. 
Since E rrfc) = TT1( Tf ( z ) ) i s a vector space, then for each po int 
z €.E there e x i s t s a natural isomorphism 
( I I . 8 ) 4 z : VZB -. T8BWW • B ^ 
If s:M—*E is a transverse section of E, then we can define 
V a vector field s on E by the formula 
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("•9) s7(z> = & W ) > 
This vector field is called the vertical lift of s to E. 
Using an adapted induced chart on E we have 
(11.10) s V = s^S^ 
where s = s * ^ and ${$•••$ $ K are the adapted transverse 
sections. 
Let n^: Lr(M,F) -*Ls(MfF)f s4 r be the natural projection. 
Using this projection, for a given basic connection of order r on 
M we can induoe a basic connection of order », s4r. In particular 
the given connection P of order r induces a linear basjyc connection 
on M oalled the linear part of P. We denote by Vthe covariant 
derivation of foliated vector fields with respect to the linear 
part of P . 
Now we present the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 2. Let P be a basic connection of order r on M. By S7 
we denote the covariant derivation of vector fields on M with res-
pect to the linear part of P and by D we mean the covariant deri-
vation of transverse sections of E = jT(MfF) with respect to P . 
If if :E •(MfF) is a transverse natural vector bundle of order rf 
then there is exactly one linear basio connection V on the mani-
fold E such that 
(11.11) V x o s




for all foliated vector fields XfY on U and all transverse sec-
tions sf s' of E. 
Proof. It is easy to notice the uniqueness of a basic connection 
V on E satisfying the conditions (11.11 ) f as the Ohristoffel 
symbols of v are uniquely determined by the basic connection 
P of order r. 
We need to prove the existence of V • Let (Uf y.t x.) be an 
adapted chart on M and ^,.*», S K be sections of E adapted to 
the induced chart. First we observe that 
(n.12) s^= S* 
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Now from the formula ( I I . 7 ) we have 
(11.13) 0 - - ^ - ^ * ^ 
V/e can define a basic connection V on E | u such that i t s Chric-
t o f f e l symbols with respect to the induoed chart are given by the 
Chris tof fe l symbols of the l inear part of P and the symbols P ^ . 
For example we put: 
.#- r£ « - P.5 
(11.14) n*- (<^p.* + r t - ^ - r£r4)zt 
lotf , l J * * c<(b ' o((b U 
- \ j 
This basic connection V on E |u s a t i s f i e s the conditions: 
%->'• (V.0° 
(11.15) %>sH DS;S*)° 
for i,j = 1,»^,q, oCf C>= 1f ...jK. 
Now using the previous formulas it is easy to prove that 
v>y°=(vxy)° 
(11.16) v^jy- , (DXS)V 
VsvX°=Vsv^
v=0 
for all foliated vector fields X,Y on U and all transverse sec-
tions sss' of E\U . We show the proof of the second formula. 
Let X be a foliated vector field on U and s be a transverse 
section of B|Q . If we denote by 
X = X 1^ s a 3*$* 
the coordinates of X and s with respect to the adapted chart 
(Uf y., x.) f then we have 
xD = (x1) V * -" 




V V = V() vэľ ($•%) = 
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= (xy^fc-^+^v^)-
= (xVuv^ + ^ v ^ ) -
= ( x1 (si C-")$-.•» s ^ ^ j v . 
-( v )v 
If (Uf y^f x^) and (Uf ytf x£) are two adapted charts on M, then 
we can define two linear connections V and V on Eju and E|u/ 
respectively. We have 
V D = ( 7 x y ) D - vxov° 
V ,,SV- ( D x O
V - Vxo 3V 
for all foliated vector fields X fI on U n U ' and all sections sfs' 
of E|u/\uy • Thus the linear connections V and v coincide 
on JiJ| uotJ/ 
Using an adapted atlas on M we can define a basic connection 
V on E which satisfies the conditions (11.11). 
The theorem is proved. 
The following corollaries are the natural consequences of the 
above theorem. 
Corollary 1. If V is a basic connection on (MfF) then there 









for all foliated vector fields X and Y on Mf where X^ is the 
horizontal lift of X to t)C{tt) with respect to V . ( £10~| ) 
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Corollary 2. If N7 is a basic connection on (MfF) then there 
is exactly one linear connection v on cV^M) ( the dual vector 




for all foliated vector fields XfY on M and all basic 1-forms£f£ 
on Mf where X
H is the horizontal lift of X to 0C*[M) with respect 
to V (see [11] ). 
Corollary 3» If E is a vector bundle associated to the trans-
verse frame principal fibre bundle L ( MfF ) and V is a basic 
connection on (MfF)f then there is exactly one basic connection 








for all foliated vector fields X,Y on M and all transverse sec­
tions of E, where X
H
 is the horizontal lift of X to E with res­
pect to \7 (see [V] ). 
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